Metroplitan Life Ins. Announces Endowment Of Chair For Wharton

Testimonial Given For Hon. Chairman To Mark 75th Year With Company

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company announced last night that it would be establishing a chair of life insurance at the Wharton School in honor of Frederick H. Ecker, honorary chairman of the board of the company.

The endowment will provide a permanent full professorship to be known as the Frederick H. Ecker Chair of Life Insurance. The announcement was made at dinner last night in connection with the annual meeting of the company's board of directors in the hotel ballroom. Other key corporate officials were present for the gala occasion.

Ecker, who is the company's longest-serving chairman, retired in 1984 after 53 years of service. He is known for his leadership in the insurance industry and his commitment to education.

The endowment will provide funds to support a professorship in life insurance, with the goal of advancing the field and preparing future leaders in the industry.

Mayor Richardson Dilworth has signed into law an amendment to the Pennsylvania Insurance Code that would allow for the establishment of the chair. The new law will also provide for the selection of the professor and the development of a curriculum.

The amendment was introduced by State Rep. John A. Ryan, a Wharton graduate, and sponsored by State Sen. Arlen Specter. The amendment was passed by both houses of the legislature and signed by the governor.

The endowment will be managed by the Metropolitan Life Foundation, which was established in 1933 and has donated more than $1 billion to charitable causes.
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Editorials

The conclusion is hard to force to face, but

it's nonetheless true: good jazz is hard to find. We

found some of it recently at Columbia's Red

Hill Inn, a periodic haven of ours, in the pres-

The Quartet, which we were catching for

the third time in recent months at its usual

water-front Jazz. John Lewis piano, Milb

Teicher's signature, Pierre Riffel drums, and

LeRoy Lee's trumpet find the group steady

while Lewis assumes newly created

sympathy for the lesser of the two.

With a complete playing of both drama. "Run

Silent" is in the latter role... more emotion than

in the predecessors. Actu-

ally, the set was played with balance in mind

and neither song still in the picture

of the scene. With the help of the band, of course,

we listened, and the end result was

a movingly strong solo.

The members of the New York Jazz Quartet

are no fly-by-night musicians simply work-

ing for the moment. Their aim is a solid,

body of work the end result of blood, sweat

and tears spent in the lab. While the band

have never been accused of being

characteristic Westerners, they have
to be characterized Western, to

allow melodramatists to design their style

simply, and to remove the self-con
division of groups in the idiom.

The second set was a sampling of a jazz quartet

in this, Lewis plays the theme from Don

Shoemaker's, a French film for which the

Might be worth noting the article in the New York Herald Tribune.

from the New York Herald Tribune.

we reprint a recent article as quoted

Eddie Jacobs is proud to be mentioned

among the nation's top 3 clothiers

as of the present month. Jacobs, who is

the garments are a lit-

that these jazz suits are a hit...

with light, and dark olives. See it

including

and

finest ever—Exclusive suits of light-

the finest ever—Exclu-

of lightweight South-
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Fraternity Bowling

The fraternity bowling combination scored 137 and moved into second place, only two men moves remain in the league. kappa Nu and Pi Lambda Phi have been very consistent. Kappa Nu and Pi Lambda Phi have both won each of their last two matches. They are now tied with Pennsylvania, which have been very consistent. Kappa Nu and Pi Lambda Phi have been very consistent. Kappa Nu and Pi Lambda Phi have both won each of their last two matches. They are now tied with Pennsylvania, which have been very consistent.

When It Rains

Rain Hats Or Cops

VARSIY SHOP

Grad Rings $29.50

Prompt Delivery

Choice of Stones

Free Engraving

Correct Size Assured

Your Inspection Invited At

UNIVERSITY JEWELERS

3459 WOODLAND AVENUE

OPPOSITE COLLEGE HALL

NORM and DAVE KAUFMAN, Props.

BACCALAUREATE CHAPEL

Class of Nineteen Hundred and Fifty-Eight

10 a.m., Tuesday, May 13, Irvine Auditorium

All Members of the University Welcome

Going to IVY WEEKEND?

White Dinner Jackets to Hire $500

Pastel Shades and All Accessories Available

WHARTON'S

206-208 S. 36th Street - EV 6-1529

from our University Shop

ATTRACTION SPORTSWEAR FOR LATE SPRING AND SUMMER

Our Navy Blue Flannel Blazer, $40

Our Cotton Corduroy Odd Jackets, $50

Odd Jackets of Hand-Woven "Dundreys" in

Unwashed Plaid or Stripes, $25

Tropical Worsord Odd Jackets in Oxford or Charcoal Grey and Olive, $19.95

Washable Detroit-Rayon-and-Mohair Odd Jackets in Medium Grey, or Brown, $17.50

White or Khaki Chino Odd Jackets, $10.50

Plains or Striped Linen Pals Shirts, $4

Jacket sizes 30 to 42. Trousers within 29 to 34

"The Right Place"

EXCLUSIVE USE

aña

Brooks

CLOTHING

Hems Furnishings, Hats & Shoes

326 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

4000 SHERWOOD, BERKELEY 5-6830

CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

Stop Reading

Word by Word

Increase

Speed • Comprehension • Readiness • Retention

Individually Tuned • Special Student Rates

FREE BOOKLET

Call-Jeff Geeen—Pres Representative—EV 2-3521

THE READING LABORATORY, INC.

708 W. 53rd BLDG. • PE 7-9506

BROAD AND CHESTNUT STREETS

The Daily Pennsylvania SPORTS PAGE THREE

Quaker Links men Set For Easterns

Nearly one hundred representatives from sixteen colleges will converge on the field entered in the 24th Annual Eastern Intercollegiate Track and Field Championships at Ne-Haven Stadium.

The meet, composed of the eighty schools and top-flight independents, will conclude on Saturday and go through Monday. At the close of the Easterns there will be two weight division races; shot put,举行, and pole vault, with the fields being divided in two.
NOTICES

BAND—All equipment will be turned in and all band students must report to the band room on May 8 at 7:30 p.m. to receive assignments.

SCHOLARY BARGAIN DAYS—Wear your student I.D. on Friday, May 7, in the morning and you will be admitted to the Chinese Restaurant free of charge. Students are to submit their underclassman I.D. to the office of the Features Editor by May 6.

PHI Delt FRATERNITY—The election of officers for the 1954-1955 year will be held on May 7 at 8:00 p.m. in the Alumni Room of the Administration Building. All members and pledges are invited.

FRANKLIN SOCIETY—Elective officers for the 1954-1955 year are being chosen. All students are invited to attend the meeting in the Phi Delta Theta fraternity house at 8:00 p.m. on May 7.

FRATERNITY SOFTBALL—The Intramural Association declared the elimination tournament will be held. YESTERDAY'S RESULTS: White Ducks 3, Blue Hawks 0. TODAY'S SCHEDULE: Blue Hawks vs. White Ducks.

Classified Ads

To the New York Times for Optical Repairs—prompt service. New York City, N.Y., Master's Pk., 5th Ave. 1135 (M).

WANTED—A room for rent.


FREE—WIN A 1955 CHEVROLET "JUNIOR." Complete with every desirable feature. Free service for first year. For information write Chev. Corp. P.O. Box 988, New York 10, N.Y.

ENJOY THE SUMMER AT NORTHERN GREAT LAKES. We are located on the sandy shores of Lake Michigan. Information, towels, and equipment included. Rates, $20.00 to $30.00. Write: "Shovel," Box 744, Lakeview, Chicago, Ill.

VARSITY SHOP

White Ducks
Stacks
OUR PRICE—$3.90
VARSITY SHOP

MAGIC FAN

Chinese Restaurant
146 N. 10th Street
Open—11 A.M. to 2 A.M.
The Most Outstanding Food in the Heart of Chinatown

Test your personality power

(Give your psyche a workout)

—Adler a little!

1. Do you think all coeds should be required to wear the new "sack"-style dresses? (For men only!) YES NO

2. Do you think of a "square" only as a term in geometry? YES NO

3. Do you go to see foreign films just for the plot? YES NO

4. Do you think the school week is too short? YES NO

5. Do you question this statement: "The best tobacco gives you the best smoke"? YES NO

6. Do you sit as far away as possible from the prettiest girl in class in order to concentrate better on your studies? YES NO

7. Do you think the study of Home Economics is all a girl needs for a happy married life? YES NO

8. Do you think your professors are too lenient in grading exam papers? YES NO

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obvi- ously smoke Camels—a real cigarette. Only 4 or 7 "No" answers mean you better get on to Camels fast. Fewer than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before, switch to Canada. Nothing else tastes so rich, smokes so mild. Today more people smoke Camels than any other cigarette. The best tobacco gives you the best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!

Jockey® brief

made only by

Jockey® brief underwear is the most copied underwear in the world. So now you get genuine Jockey brand—they're tailored to fit.

If you answered "Yes" to all questions, you are a real cigarette. Only 4 or 7 "Yes" answers mean you better get on to Camels fast. Fewer than 6 "Yes's" and it really doesn't matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before, switch to Canada. Nothing else tastes so rich, smokes so mild. Today more people smoke Camels than any other cigarette. The best tobacco gives you the best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!

Have a real cigarette—have a Camel

FRATERNITY SOFTBALL

Jack Gross, Director of Intramural Athletics, announced that because of the severe rain it will be virtually impossible to play any ball games today. However, a single-elimination tournament will be held.

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

TODAY'S SCHEDULE

Rutgers Fraternity vs. Alpha Xi Delta
Rutgers Fraternity vs. Pi Kappa Alpha

KING OF BEERS

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES

"Jockey brand underwear helped me get elected!"

"Me run for class president?" I said with mockery in my voice, "why I can't even run for a bus!" That's how uncomfortable my underwear was in those days. But my roommate solved everything. He got me to try tailored-to-fit Jockey brand briefs. What a difference!

"I felt so comfortable—so poised—and I acquired a trim, athletic look that I knew would impress the masses. Running for office was easy now, so I ran and won. And I owe it all to Jockey brand briefs, the only underwear that's tailored from 13 separate pieces to provide a perfectly smooth fit."

Test your personality power

(Give your psyche a workout)

—Adler a little!